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ENGAGE.EU Alliance

Bergen Meeting on the future of

ENGAGE.EU

What are the future plans and perspectives of the

European University? At a presence meeting at

the NHH Norwegian School of Economics,

developing the strategic direction of ENGAGE.EU

was the main focus. Read more

PhD Workshop in Toulouse

Young researchers from the ENGAGE.EU

alliance were guests at the Université Toulouse

Capitole to present their research topics and

expand networks during a two-day workshop.

Emma van den Terrell, a PhD student from

Mannheim, and Prof. Dr. Ebbinghaus, who

accompanied the participants as a mentor, report

on their experiences. Read more
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Think Tank in Toulouse

After a successful launch at the University of

Mannheim last year, the second edition of the

ENGAGE.EU Think Tank took place at the

Université Toulouse Capitole. The event provided

a platform for 15 researchers to exchange ideas

and deepen their expertise on gender inequality.

Read more

Early Stage Conference in Sofia

Young scientists met at a two-day conference at

the University of National and World Economy in

Sofia. A total of 19 papers were presented on the

topic of "Decent Work and Economic Growth".

Read more

ENGAGE.EU Community

Digital Research Platform

The research collaboration platform is an

international and interdisciplinary offering of the 9

ENGAGE.EU partner universities. Researchers

can create an account to stay up to date on

interesting research opportunities, network, share

articles and much more. Read more

Science Communication Workshop

In this three-day program, PhD students will gain

valuable insights and practical tips on

communicating complex scientific concepts to

different target groups. The workshop will take

place from 25 to 27 September at WU in Vienna.

Applications are open until 15 July 2023 via

www.engageuniversity.eu/science-

communication-workshop.
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Learners

Students shape the future of Europe

The Mannheim student David Avagian took part

in the European Student Assembly in Strasbourg.

The European University Alliances also presented

their activities and provided information about

their offerings. In a report, Avagian describes

what it was like to be able to influence current

political issues and how students perceive the

alliances. Read more

Expedition Week in Vienna

How can social housing be made more inclusive

and collaborative? Mannheim student Kian

Farahza tackled these and other questions at the

Expedition Week in Vienna on the topic of

inequalities. Read more

Online Exchange Initiative

The application phase for the Online Exchange

Initiative runs until 1 July. WU student Marcello

Alexander Gundolf explains in an interview why it

is worthwhile to participate. Read more

Events

25.-27.

Sept
Science Communication Workshop. Read more

All events can be found in the event calendar on our website.
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